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Smartest city in Germany (bitkom 2023)
Munich’s vision for the future: A sustainable, balanced city
Vision

In 2025, Munich is a future-oriented and **sustainable** metropolis that actively and responsibly uses digitalisation for the **benefit of urban society**.
Challenges of metropolises...

- Mobility
- Big city life
- Climate change
- Most densely populated german city
- Global situation
Let’s focus on climate change…

Metropolises such as Munich have the objective to make themselves more resilient to it and stay liveable and sustainable.
Innovative ideas help cities to cope with climate change

• Visual representations of data from climate simulation tools, to make the consequences of climate change visible
• Measuring vitality of city trees
Our challenge
Be a city hero … and create something helpful for citizens or the city to cope with extreme weather events.
We are looking forward to your ideas!

Happy HackaTUM!